
T O R M A C H  P C N C  W O R K H O L D I N G  

 

Section 1 - Work Holding 

First, a note of caution: Before placing any type of work holding on your machine table, be sure that the 
table is CLEAN and free of chips and other debris. Chips and other debris caught between a fixture and 
the machine table will damage both. Swarf caught between the fixture and table can cause the fixture to 
rock, and the parts machined will be inaccurate. Also make sure that whatever you set on the table is 
clean and free of debris.  

Always rub the locating surface with a honing stone. This will ensure that the locating surface does not 
have any burrs or dings that may damage the table. If you plan to leave your work holding on the table 
for any length of time, a light coat of rust-preventive oil or WD-40® will help keep your table and work 
holding free of rust and corrosion. 

The first thing to determine when you're setting up a CNC mill is how you want to hold the workpiece on 
the machine. There are three basic types of work holding used in milling operations: vises, clamps, and 
chucks. The most common method of holding a workpiece for machining is a mill vise. For precision 
work, the vise must be set so that the clamping surfaces are parallel to the X or Y axis. This is done using 
an indicator. The following simple procedure makes it quick and easy to indicate a mill vise.  

1. Set the mill vise on the table and put your T-nuts and bolts in position. 

2. Tighten the bolt on the right side of the vise and just "snug" the bolt on the left side. 

3. Place the magnetic base anywhere on the bottom of the Z-axis head. To ensure that the indicated 
readings are accurate, the magnetic base should be mounted on a solid, non-movable part of the head. 
Jog the machine axes to bring the indicator tip to the right side of the vise, on the clamping surface you 
want to indicate. Set the tip of the indicator so it begins to register on the indicator dial and set zero. 



 

4. Jog the indicator across the clamping surface and stop at the left side of the vise. Determine which 
direction the vise needs to be moved, and tap the vise until your indicator moves back to zero. Note: 
with the right bolt tight, the vise will rotate around this point. Jog the indicator back to the right side of 
the vise, and reset zero. Jog back to the left side and tap the vise until your indicator reads zero. You 
should be very close by now. Repeat the previous steps until the indicator stays at zero across the entire 
indicating surface. 

 

5. When the indicated reading is perfectly flat across the vise jaw, tighten the left bolt first, then tighten 
the bolt on the right side. Run your indicator across the surface one last time to make sure it is still 
parallel with the machine travel.  

TIP: Use a soft or dead blow hammer to tap the fixture or vise into position. Using a ball peen hammer 
or other hard object may damage the fixture.  

Make sure, when locating a part in a mill vise, that you center your part in the vise. You don't want a 
large portion of the workpiece hanging off the side of the vise. This will cause the movable vise jaw to 
twist and pinch the workpiece, greatly reducing the clamping force. If you try to drill a hole in the 
overhanging material, the Z-axis thrust may cause the material to push down at the drilling point and 
push up on the other side of the workpiece.  

If it is necessary to drill through a workpiece that is held in a vise, use parallels or step jaws. 

 



They allow you to locate the workpiece up, off the bottom of the vise. This will provide clearance below 
your workpiece so you can drill through without drilling into the vise. If you only have hardened steel 
jaws without a step cut in them, you can use a set of parallel bars inside the vise to set the workpiece on 
to keep it off the bottom of the vise. Always verify that the parallel bars are the same size to ensure that 
your workpiece is sitting flat 

TIP: Most precision mill vises have a key slot and keys on the locating surface. You can use the keys on 
the vise to locate it in the mill table’s T-slots. This will locate your vise square to the table. If your vise 
doesn't have keys, you can make a sub-plate for the vise with keys or dowel pins on the bottom to 
locate in the T-slots. On the top, you can cut holes for attaching the sub-plate to the machine table, and 
tap holes for attaching the vise to the sub-plate. Locate the sub-plate in the T-slots and bolt it to the 
table. Set the vise on the sub-plate and indicate it as described above. Now, every time you use that 
vise, just locate the sub-plate in the T-slots, bolt it down, and you're ready to go. For high-precision 
work, you will still have to check the indication and make small adjustments.  

When using clamps to hold a part with downward force, ALWAYS make sure that the clamp is lower 
where it contacts the part and higher in the back. Most downward-force clamps use a jackscrew or 
serrated block that meshes with serrations on the clamp, to support the end of the clamp opposite the 
end making contact with your part. The serrated end of the clamp must be higher than the contact end 
of the clamp. 

 

INCORRECT (LEFT0 AND CORRECT (RIGHT) USE OF STRAP CLAMPS 

If it is not higher, the clamp will make contact with the edge of your part and not the top. This will 
greatly reduce the amount of clamping force holding the part, and probably create a dent at the 
intersection of the top surface and the side surface of the part. If you use the jackscrew style clamp, 
make sure that the jackscrew does not sit directly on the mill table. Always use a thick piece of shim 
stock or other material to protect the mill table from damage. 

When clamping on a cylindrical surface is required, a 3-jaw chuck can hold the stock perpendicular to 
the table for easy end drilling. 



 

Section 2 - Setting Offsets 

  In many cases, a CNC programmer has defined Z zero in the program to be at the top of raw stock. 
Quite often, though, raw stock is not flat or perfectly parallel to any axis.  

TIP: If you need to set tool length offsets from the top of raw stock but need to have precise 
measurements on your tool lengths, take a light skim cut on the stock. Now you can measure your 
cutters from a flat, clean surface. Or you can set the tool length offsets from the fixture where the part 
will be sitting, then increment the Z-axis work coordinate offset to a positive value equal to the 
thickness of the part.  

Consult the Tormach PCNC1100 manual  for more information on zeroing a part.  

When setting work coordinate offsets, you must locate X zero and Y zero accurately. Remember that 
you are measuring the centerline of the spindle to a location on a part or a fixture. If it is the edge of a 
part or fixture, an edge finder is the most common tool used.  

An edge finder is composed of two concentric cylinders, spring-loaded together. To use it, place the 
edge finder in a collet chuck and offset the two halves slightly, so that there is a wobble as it spins. Then, 
slowly jog the part into the wobbly end of the edge finder. The edge finder will center up, and then 
break out of concentricity suddenly. At that point, jog the edge finder in the positive Z direction to raise 
it above the workpiece. 

 

TIP: If you are setting your TLO from the part, you will only need to set the work coordinate offset for 
the X and Y axes. The Z-axis work coordinate offset will be compensated for by the tool length offsets.  

TIP: 1000-1500 rpm is a good spindle speed range when using an edge finder. 
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